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Introduction

• This presentation is about providing feedback on  
the papers presented at the conference on  
Assessing and Improving Research Performance  
at South East Asian Universities

• The results of the feedback can be used to  
further improve the discussion found in these  
papers



General Remarks
There is not a unique answer on how to improve research performance:
• Models that work in different environments may not work in others

and finding an optimal solution needs an understanding of the local
conditions

• There should be a balance between mechanical accounting of  
research and expert (external) evaluation

• Definition of research should be more comprehensive than paper  
publication and citations - should include formation of future  
researchers but also contributions of disseminating research that  
can become a public good, writing proposals that give access to  
granting money, etc.

• A specialized external researcher is need it to connect the broken  
links that are used when research is evaluated using different  
measures.



Assessing and Maximizing Research Impact by  

John Hudson

• Standardizing measures for journal rankings are not yet fully  
developed

• There is room for improvement for journals classification: the  
choice of the proper observables as inputs in this  
classification, how we account for unobservables.

• How we should think about journals? Are they functioning as  
firms? The older, the “bigger” the name, the better the  
outcome? Do incumbent journal matter, what is their impact  
and how is measured in short windows required for a  
scientific evaluation of a research output. How the increase in  
fields of study in economics are affecting dynamics of  
traditional journals.

• Do we need specialists to remove some of the arbitrariness
associated with inconclusive rankings? The answer is Yes.



Assessing and Maximizing Research Impact by  

John Hudson - continue

• On the citation analysis, especially in economics  
given the low average we may have big mass at zero.  
Should we take that into consideration?

What it should be done in this case to increase  
citations except the points raised in the analysis?
• Do economists favor citations of papers that are in  

top journals, which practically may ignore good  
papers in other journals?

• Should we start cite papers that are not necessary
linked with editorial board of a given journal and
not focus only on few cited articles?



Assessing the Impact of Research – Challenges and  

Perspectives by Anetta Čaplánová

• The paper correctly emphasize that while there is consensus  
about the importance of finding the appropriate metrics of  
measuring research, these metric measures are not fully  
capturing what is included in the broad definition of research.

• While the metric measure seems initially less biased, may  
actually induce bias. In particular introducing the appropriate  
data requires a special attention: who is introducing these  
data? How is introduced? How is analyzed?

• To have a good answer to these questions the intuitions  
should allocate appropriate resources (which was emphasized  
in the paper), which are not always less costly than other ways  
of evaluating research that may achieve similar results with  
less costs. Are external/expert evaluators more efficient and  
less costly?



Assessing the Impact of Research – Challenges and  

Perspectives by Anetta Čaplánová- continue

• While alternative ways of measuring research output are  
mentioned as a complementary to the metric measures,  
it is probably important for institutions to define and  
rank what can be accepted as research: access to  
research grants, external/consulting contracts, advise to  
public institutions, formation of future researchers,  
dissemination of research through blogging, etc

• On this point is probably important for Institutions to  
define models for measurable research that  
encompassed both metric and non-metric measures that  
allow researchers to compete in a more transparent  
ways for resources.



Measuring the impact and Quality of Research in  

Poland by Arkadiusz Kowalski

• This is a case study that presents the system of measuring the  
impact and quality of research in Poland at the unit level, the  
measure of the unit being a research unit that can be as small as a  
department/faculty.

• It shows the effort made by the government to develop a  
comprehensive model that provides transparency of research  
assessment (the legal basis established in 2015), while this effort is  
not necessary backed up by other ways of encouraging research  
(researchers need to go outside the academic system to earn  
additional money)

• While this model was recently adopted, there is an increased  
pressure from within the system to change it not only at the margins  
but in a substantial way, without a proper assessment of its results.



Measuring the impact and Quality of Research in  

Poland by Arkadiusz Kowalski -continue

• Key critical points to a system are always easy to  
find, solutions to these critical points require a  
better understanding of the internal context by  
building on a system that works.

• An evaluation system needs to be stable and not  
reformed (on core content) when political  
parties changes.

• Researchers should make a group effort to have  
a stable/transparent environment for work.



On evaluating the research activity of individuals:  

Some evidence from France by Alexandru Minea

The case study of France sees research as an important vector for  
promotion:
• French researchers are government employees and within same  

professional categories salary discriminations are hard to make -
promotions are the ones that provide salary advancements.

• The system is a centralized one, with known rules where research  
activity is quantified in a comprehensive way - incorporate multiple  
inputs that start from publications, PhD supervisions but contain  
other not directly measurable inputs as articles in submission, work  
in progress, working papers with external referees, diffusion of  
work, scientific responsibilities.

• Here the role of external evaluator is of critical importance. The  
system requires to have a represented mass of good researchers  
across different areas of research to make it functional as the  
system do not allow external completion and external evaluation.



On evaluating the research activity of individuals:  

Some evidence from France by Alexandru Minea

• Besides the Public System, which has very well defined  
rules of functioning, in France there is a growing Private  
System that competes the Public one.

• The Private system gives a different mandate to research  
than the public one by pricing research differently.

• It is probably important to see what are the short term  
and long term impacts of this competition on the public  
system and how the researchers are affected by this  
competition.

• The paper correctly emphasize the need to preserve good  
practices which evaluate research not in purely  
mechanic and accounting manner.



The Evolving Nature of Research and Researcher  

Evaluation by Marta Orviska and Juraj Nemec

• The paper zooms in one dimension that is used to  
evaluate research: citations - by comparing different  
sources used to acquire information: Web of Science,  
Scopus and Google Scholar

• This information is then used to see how the journal  
ranking can be impacted by looking at the Journal  
Impact factor, the Eigenfactor, article influence score  
and SCImago’s Journal Rank (SJR) and how this is  
actually ultimately impacting the evaluation of the  
research activity at the country and department level.

• The last part of the paper focuses on the role of non-
academic/ social impact of a researcher.



The Evolving Nature of Research and Researcher  

Evaluation by Marta Orviska and Juraj Nemec

• While it is very important to find the appropriate way to  
account citations and factor them in research output, what we  
are doing in the Economics field where the average citations  
are very low (2)?

• Do we like outliers in economics (see the example of  
Acemoglu)?

• Appropriate weighting Journals in the research output (by a  
common ranking scheme) at regional level is also very  
important and the suggested list can be very useful to smooth  
the differences between different regions.

• Achieving the social impact of research is a challenging  
project: therefore is very important to find the proper  
channels to achieve this goal and cultivating these channels



Thank you for your attention!


